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Abstract
Calculations have been carried out to quantify the effects of unsteady losses and
unsteady deviations on compression system stability with an inlet distortion. Several
computations were implemented for a range of compressor (axisymmetric)
characteristics and a range of parameters (inertia parameters, magnitude of distortions,
etc.) of practical interest. Compressor instability is prevented generally to a lower flow
coefficient and correspondingly a higher distorted pressure rise. In addition, if the inlet
distortion is single-lobed, unsteady blade effects (losses/deviations) stabilize modes of
higher harmonic content than the first harmonic. Unsteady losses and unsteady
deviations in effect increase the compressor inertia by as much as 50% (unsteady lag
parameter, -~ 0.5) for a compressor with axisymmetric performance that has high
curvature. A simpler effective inertia model was proposed for both unsteady losses and
unsteady deviations which accurately predicts stability for small t.
Analysis has also been implemented to ascertain the significance of compressor
swirl sensitivity. Mean flow calculations indicate that this effect causes an increase in
rotor turning and a significant increase in total pressure loss (on the order of one mean
dynamic head) through the IGVs in the region of negative swirl. It is shown that this
sensitivity to swirl has a destabilizing influence on compression system stability.
Inclusion of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations has a greater impact on the
stability margin for compressors which are sensitive to swirl.
Furthermore, the extent to which inter blade row flow redistribution affects
compressor performance and stability margin has been examined. The inclusion of this
flow feature in the compression system model has been determined to have minimal
(less than 1%) effect on compressor performance and stability margin.
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Nomenclature
a = speed of sound
an = Fourier coefficients of axial velocity perturbation at compressor
face
A = flow through area
b = zeroth harmonic Fourier coefficient of plenum perturbation
bx = axial chord
B = Greitzer non-dimensional stability parameter
cn = Fourier coefficients of compressor characteristic slope
Cx = axial velocity
dn = Fourier coefficients of steady state rotor loss slope
en = Fourier coefficients of steady state stator loss slope
Linlet = length of ducting upstream of compressor
Lexit = length of ducting downstream of compressor
Lr = instantaneous rotor loss
Ls = instantaneous stator loss
n = harmonic number
N = number of stages
Ps = static pressure
Pt = total pressure
AP = blade row pressure rise
r = mean radius
s = blade pitch
t = time
T = non-dimensional throttle parameter
U = blade speed
w = relative velocity
x = axial coordinate
80 = perturbation quantity
oC = swirl angle
F = blade inertia parameter
0 = non-dimensional circumferential coordinate
X = unsteady blade response parameter (rotor inertia)
Ct = unsteady blade response parameter (rotor+stator inertia)
p = density
T = blade row unsteady parameter
ýzr  = rotor unsteady parameter
ICs  = stator unsteady parameter
= axial flow coefficient = Cx/U
u = non-dimensional tangential velocity
yr = non-dimensional compressor pressure rise = (Psexit-Ptinlet)/pU 2
= stagger angle
co = radian frequency of perturbation
CM = non-dimensional radian frequency = or/U
Subscripts and superscripts:
abs = absolute frame
exit = compressor exit
m
inlet = compressor inlet
rel = relative frame
ss = steady state
r = rotor
s = stator
(-) = time and annulus averaged quantity
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Description of Problem - Inlet Distortion
1.1.1 Background
Aero-compressors often encounter distorted inlet flowfields which generally result
in a loss of compressor performance and stability margin. These distortions may be
generated by inlet separation due to aircraft maneuvers at high angles of attack, strong
crosswind induced inlet separation, shock induced separation in supersonic intakes,
complex intake geometries, etc. Loss in compressor performance and stability margin
have a strong impact on overall engine performance. Thus, it is a problem that requires
much attention during the design phase of engine development. Considerable efforts
have been directed towards the development of methods for prediction of engine
response to inlet distortions. However, there are empiricisms associated with many of
these methods and they are deemed inadequate. Furthermore, they do not include many
of the physical effects that could have a potential influence on the compressor response
to inlet distortion. The research work to be presented constitutes an effort at removing
these empiricisms as well as the inclusion of those various physical effects not
considered hitherto.
1.1.2 Inlet Distortion
The inlet distortion encountered by the aero-compressor can be of various forms.
The distortion can be a non-uniformity in total pressure due to flow separation at the
intake leading edge, a non-uniformity in static pressure if there exists a bend in the
intake ahead of the compressor, or a non-uniformity in total temperature due to re-
ingestion of hot exhaust gas (prevalent in VSTOL aircraft). The most common
distortion encountered by aero-engines is a total pressure non-uniformity at the inlet;
this may extend circumferentially and/or radially. Reid (1) showed that circumferential
total pressure distortions have a far more adverse impact on aero-compressor
performance than do radial total pressure distortions. The surge pressure ratio as a
function of distortion type (circumferential/radial extent) is shown in figure 1.1, taken
from reference 2. It is seen that the largest loss in performance is for the situation
where the extent of a circumferential distortion covers a 900 segment. The static
pressure far upstream is uniform so that associated with the total pressure non-
uniformity there is a circumferential non-uniformity in velocity. For distortions of the
square wave type shown in figure 1.2.a, there exists an interaction between the
compressor and the incoming flow distortion; this interaction results in the
redistribution of the incoming flow through the establishment of a static pressure field
(due to the presence of the compressor). For this case, the respective flow quantities at
the compressor inlet face are as shown in figure 1.2.b. The actual local performance of
the compressor would be expected to vary circumferentially with this circumferential
distortion in velocity. As alluded to in the above, the development of a flow model and
prediction technique for assessing the response of multistage compressors to inlet
distortion will be of primary interest here.
1.2 Previous Modelling Techniques
There are many methods for determining the compressor performance in distorted
flow each with varying degree of empiricisms. In this section two techniques are
reviewed: the parallel compressor model and the inertia models.
1.2.1 Parallel Compressor Theory
A method for predicting compressor performance in the presence of inlet distortion
is the parallel compressor theory (2,3). Parallel compressor theory predicts the
distorted performance of a compressor by averaging the inlet performance of two
similar compressors operating in parallel with different inlet total pressure and the same
exit static pressure as shown in figure 1.3 (taken from reference 4). Parallel
compressor theory predicts compressor stability margin for distortions of
circumferential extent greater than 60". The model is less accurate in predicting
compressor performance for distortions less than 600 (as unsteady effects may become
important). When the distortion sector covers a circumferential extent greater than 600,
the time required for the blade to pass through the spoiled sector is several orders of
magnitude greater than the blade convection time scale (whereas for less than 600, these
two time scales become nearly of the same order). Figure 1.4 shows the surge margin
for a compressor with and without a distortion. It can thus be seen that the parallel
compressor theory gives a reasonable prediction of the compressor surge line. The
parallel compressor model was further expanded by Mazzawy (4) to an improved
model that uses multiple parallel segments to define the distorted flowfield. Each
segment is of constant circumferential extent and accounts for a fraction of the total
mass flow through the compression system. This method extends parallel compressor
theory to include unsteady and 2-D flow effects on the blade row performance. The
result was an improved prediction of distortion attenuation and circumferential
description of flow quantities.
1.2.2 Inertia Models
A significant improvement in the development of a theoretical model for predicting
compressor performance in rotating stall follow from the work of Moore (5). In his
work, he introduced an inertia model for the response of the blade row to the flowfield;
the model involves the addition of an inertia correction to the axisymmetric performance
of a compressor that accounts for the acceleration and deceleration of fluid in the blade
passage (see chapter 2).
In 1987, Hynes-Greitzer (6,7) applied the inertia model (proposed by Moore) to the
development of a method for predicting the performance and stability of multistage
compressors operating in the presence of inlet distortion. As in classical hydrodynamic
stability analysis, Hynes-Greitzer derived a stability criteria by determining the growth
rate of a general unsteady disturbance about a steady non-uniform flow through the
compressor. The computed results of figures 1.5.a and 1.5.b (taken from reference 6)
from the Hynes-Greitzer theoretical model indicate that the predicted compressor
pressure rise at instability agrees with the experimental data of figures 1.6.a and 1.6.b
(taken from reference 2).
Other methods for assessing the problem of stability include the use of time
marching schemes to solve the unsteady flow equations; an example is that provided by
the work of Adamczyk (8) who investigated the unsteady response of an isolated rotor
to a circumferential distortion.
Additional theoretical and experimental work has been performed by Longley
(9,10,11) to demonstrate the usefulness of the Hynes-Greitzer model for predicting
compressor performance in the presence of inlet distortions. Results from experimental
measurements appear to show that the essential fluid dynamical features have been
modelled correctly.
1.3 Present Investigations
The key fluid dynamical features associated with a distorted flow through the
multistage compressor have been predicted in the Hynes-Greitzer model. It
nevertheless has simplifying assumptions on various physical effects such as unsteady
loss, unsteady deviations, etc. The results of reference 9 have demonstrated the
usefulness of such an approach for determining the response of multistage compressors
to inlet distortion. It is therefore of importance to examine the consequences of these
assumptions and the influence of these physical effects assumed negligible hitherto on
compressor performance and stability margin in distorted flows.
The current effort involves extending the flow model to include the effects of
unsteady losses and unsteady deviations on distorted compressor performance. The
response of the relative exit air angle and the blade loss to changes in incidence has
been modelled quasi-steadily in the work of references (6,7,9). However,
experimental data has shown that when the compressor is subjected to an inlet
distortion, the instantaneous flow quantity (loss/deviation) lags the steady state due to a
delayed boundary layer response to changes in incidence. The time it takes for the
boundary layer to respond scales with the time it takes for a fluid particle to traverse
through the blade passage (i.e. the convection time scale). Mazzawy (4) and Nagano et
al (12) suggested the use of a lag law to model the unsteady losses and unsteady
|
deviations which displays this hysteresis effect. The lag law reasonably predicts the
unsteady blade response to incidence as shown in figures (1.7.a,1.7.b).
Consequently, a fluid dynamic model has been developed to describe these small length
scale effects (small length scale effects are on the order of a blade pitch whereas large
length scale effects are on the order of compressor circumference).
The influence of two additional physical aspects of the flowfield on compressor
performance and stability margin will also be investigated. These are: (i) the degree of
sensitivity of inlet guide vanes (IGVs) to a variation in incidence; and (ii) the inclusion
of inter blade row gaps in a multistage compressor. A theoretical model has been
developed to include these effects in the determination of compressor stability margin.
In summary, the present theoretical model is capable of predicting compression
system stability with an inlet distortion in which the following fluid dynamic effects are
included:
(i) unsteady correction for acceleration/deceleration of fluid within blade passage.
(ii) flow redistribution upstream of compressor inlet face.
(iii) unsteady losses.
(iv) unsteady deviations.
(v) swirl sensitivity.
(vi) non-uniform compressor exit static pressure field (steady, distorted flow).
(vii) inter-blade row flow redistribution.
Chapter 2
Flow Models for Aero-engine Compression
Systems
2.1 Compression System Model
The analysis is based on a flow model through an aero-engine compression system
consisting of an upstream duct, a compressor, a downstream duct, a plenum and a
throttle. A schematic of the compression system is shown in figure 2.1 The ducts, and
to a certain extent the compressor blade passages, can be thought to constitute the
inertance of the system. The plenum essentially gives the system compliance, or mass
storage capability, and the throttle can be viewed as the resistance of the system. The
following sections describe the governing flow equations for each component and the
respective coupling among the various components.
2.2 Flow Model
The flow model and the accompanying assumptions for each component in the
compression system are described next. In particular, we note the following
simplifying assumptions:
A.) Upstream/downstream duct flowfield models
(1) 2-D, linearised, Euler equations of motion
(2) Axial mean flow upstream
B.) Compressor model
(1) Low speed (incompressible)
(2) High hub-to-tip ratio (two dimensional flowfield in x,O)
C.) Plenum
(1) Isentropic
(2) Spatially uniform pressure
D.) Throttle
(1) Parabolic characteristic
(2) Throttle exits the flow to ambient conditions
In the work of Moore, Hynes, Greitzer, and Longley, the following additional
simplifying assumptions were made: (i) the blade rows respond quasi-steadily to
changes in incidence (inclusion of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations are
neglected); (ii) the IGVs are 'perfect' (which suggests that the exit air angle is
independent of incidence); (iii) the static pressure at compressor exit is circumferentially
uniform in a steady distorted flow; and (iv) no inter blade row gaps (hence, no flow
redistribution between blade rows). Here, we wish to relax all of the above
assumptions.
2.2.1 Upstream Duct
The upstream duct flowfield is modelled as a two dimensional (x,0),
incompressible and inviscid flow. Thus, the flowfield in the upstream duct is governed
U
m
by the Euler equations. An analytic solution is obtainable through linearisation of the
equations. As is shown by Hynes-Greitzer (6), the linearisation used adequately
models the flowfield.
The solution consists of a potential part and a vortical part (due to the presence of
the total pressure non-uniformity). The linearisation adopted for the upstream flow
model implies that the total pressure distortion far upstream of the compressor simply
advects downstream with the axial mean flow to the compressor inlet face. Thus, we
have
Pt(O)inlet = Pt(e)-oo (2.1)
where the subscript "inlet" refers to the compressor inlet face and the subscript "-.o"
refers to a far upstream location at the duct entrance.
However, there is flow redistribution at the compressor face as a result of the
compressor coupling with the incoming distorted flow; i.e., the compressor sets up a
static pressure field which redistributes the flow as shown in figure 2.2. Thus, the
flow coefficient at the compressor face consists of the corresponding distorted profile
far upstream and a correction due to circumferential flow redistribution. Therefore, the
upstream duct must be at least 2-3 compressor radii in length in order that the
compressor has no potential effect on the inlet distortion far upstream.
The solution technique for the Euler equations linearised about the mean axial flow
has been described elegantly in the work of Longley (9). The solution has been used to
establish the definition of the flow quantities at the compressor inlet face. Fourier
representation was used to exactly describe the structure of these flow quantities (see
chapter 3), thus taking advantage of the periodicity in the flow through the compressor.
For completeness, the analytical solutions are presented in the following description.
The tangential velocity (non-dimensionalised by rotor speed) at the inlet face of the
compressor is given by
(8u)n=o = 0 (2.2.a)
(SO)n = (iF ) (8)n (2.2.b)
where all perturbations are described in spectral space and consequently the subscript n
denotes the harmonic number.
The static pressure perturbation at the inlet face to the compressor is then given by
- = 0-ilinlet ()n=O (2.3.a)
ý_s -# + )(0)#o1  (2.3.b)
2.2.2 Compressor Model
The performance of a compressor blade row in a non-uniform and unsteady flow
field will not be locally the same as that in uniform flow. Possible causes for this
change in performance are: (a) fluid inertia correction accounting for
acceleration/deceleration of the fluid within the blade passages (proposed by Moore,
employed by Hynes, Greitzer and Longley), (b) unsteady losses, (c) unsteady
deviations, and (d) other variations that are on the same scale as the blade pitch.
Description of each influence is given in the following sections.
The distorted pressure rise for a blade row at a fixed point in the absolute frame can
be written as
Psexit - PSinlet PSexit - PSinlet + PSexit - PSinlet
pU 2  Idistorted pU2  steady pU 2  unsteady
The steady portion represents the local uniform flow pressure rise whereas the
respective unsteady portion represents the aforementioned unsteady effects. The blade
rows are modelled as semi-actuator disks. Figure 2.3 presents a geometrical
representation of the blade passage. Conservation of mass and momentum, applied to a
blade passage control volume, gives
Psexit - Psinlet 1PexU2  I steady = 1 02 (se 2arelinlet 
- sec 2arelexit) 
- L (2.5)
pU 2  steady
where 4 is the flow coefficient (Cx/U), a is the relative inlet/exit blade angle and L is
the relative total pressure loss (See Appendix I for further detail concerning the
definition of the steady state compressor pressure rise).
2.2.3 Fluid Inertia Correction
It is assumed that for an unsteady distorted flow, the distorted static pressure
difference is given by the sum of the static pressure difference for a steady flow and an
unsteady pressure correction as shown in equation (2.4). This correction accounts for
the acceleration/deceleration of fluid within the blade passage as described here. The
unsteady pressure rise for a blade passage is then derived as follows:
I
Force Sexit - PSinlet'. d(mw)Force pU2 dt
dwdt = (mass) X (acceleration)(2.6)
with the flow area, A, defined as
A = scosý
where s is the blade pitch, ý is the blade stagger angle and w is the relative velocity of
the fluid in the blade passage (fluid traversing through the blade passage at an angle,
with respect to the axial direction, equivalent to the stagger angle). Therefore, the
relative velocity is given by
w = Cxcos; (2.7)
where Cx is the axial velocity.
The above expression for the unsteady pressure correction relative to the blade can be
rewritten as follows
Psexit - PSinlet]
pU 2 unsteady
r __
U at relative to blade
where
bxsec 2ý
r
with bx being the axial chord length. In the relative frame for a rotor blade passage as
described in the schematic presented in figure 2.4
at relative to blade
=o +
at rao
Therefore, the unsteady static pressure rise across a rotor blade row is given by
Psexit - Psinlet r= r
pU 2 unsteady, rotor rU +t
U a•r a)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
And for a stator blade passage, the unsteady static pressure rise is as follows
Psexit - PSinlet r (2.11)
pU 2  unsteady, stator U
In the above, the subscripts "r" and "s" refer to rotor and stator, respectively.
2.2.4 Unsteady Loss
The steady state blade relative total pressure loss through a blade passage is
determined using an empirical correlation provided by Howell (13). Experimental data
was obtained for cascades relating the relative blade loss coefficient to the blade
incidence as shown in figure 2.5 (taken from reference 13). The use of such a
correlation in the model assumes that the loss changes instantaneously with incidence.
The following description relaxes this assumption.
Mazzawy (4) experimentally observed an additional viscous unsteady flow effect
which occurs within the blade passage. Due to a delayed boundary layer response to
changes in blade incidence, the relative total pressure loss does not change instantly
with changes in incidence but rather lags the quasi-steady loss. This flow effect has
been referred to as unsteady loss. As shown in the experimental data of figure 1.7.a,
there is a hysteresis in the loss versus blade incidence. Hence, a good approximation
of the experimental data is given by
r atU r Lss - L (2.12)U -t relative to blade
where L represents the blade relative total pressure loss and the subscript "ss" refers to
steady state. The time constant, t, is defined as
bxUSCxr 0.1 - 0.3 (-blade passage convection time)Cxr
Inclusion of unsteady losses in equation (2.5) gives then for the rotor static pressure
rise and the stator static pressure rise, respectively
As 12(sec2 relinlet-seC2arelexit)-Lrss+ tr D L ru--t U 2.13)pU 2  2 r r+Ut
APs 1 r aL rt
pU2  1 2(seC2aabsinlet-sec 2aabsexit - Lsss + zs s t (2.14)pU2 2 U at U at
2.2.5 Unsteady Deviation
The ideal blade row static pressure rise (steady, inviscid) is shown in equation (2.5)
to be a function of the flow coefficient, the relative inlet air angle and the relative exit air
angle. Ideally, the flow of air leaves at an angle equal to that of the design exit blade
angle; however, this is only an approximation at best. In general, the flow angle at
blade row exit is different from the blade metal angle; this difference is termed the
deviation. As before, an empirical correlation is required to determine the steady state
blade deviation. The work of Howell on experimental data for cascades (figure 2.5
taken from reference 13) provides a base for relating the blade deviation to the
incidence. Similarly, as was found in the investigation of unsteady losses, this
correlation assumes the blade deviation responds instantaneously with changes in
incidence.
|
As shown in figure 1.7.b, Mazzawy showed that there also exists a hysteresis in
the blade deviation as a function of the incidence. The deviation lags the quasi-steady
deviation because of a time lagging effect in the boundary layer response to changes in
incidence. Consequently, the same approximation used before proves to be valid. The
deviation lag law is given by
U at relative to blade (2.15)
where ca represents the relative exit air angle and the subscript "ss" refers to steady
state. Similarly, the time constant, t, is defined as
bx U
- CxU (~blade passage convection time)
r Cx
For compressors, the typical value of c is about 0.1 - 0.3. Therefore, the unsteady
distorted pressure rise for a blade passage, associated with the inclusion of unsteady
losses, unsteady deviations, and an unsteady correction for the fluid inertia, is given as:
rotor
APs 1 DaLr UaLr r, r _aO 216)
- 02(sec2Orelinlet-Sec2crelexit)-Lrss+tr tLr U 2.16)pU2  2 at r a)0 U at  ý
r arelexit UaOrelexit)
arelexit = arelexit,ss - T t Ur e )
stator
APs 1 r aL r a (
pU 2 2 2(sec 2 aabsinlet-sec 2c absexit) - Lsss r+ -s a (2.17)pU2 U at SU at
U
r (.•absexit
aabsexit = aCabsexit,ss - rsu t )
Summing up the contributions of each blade row gives then for an n-stage compressor
APt-s r Lr ULr r L r
pU 2 -=(0(r))-Lrss-Lsss+- Ir-s - g- - (2.18)
pU 2  Uat r ae) SU at Uat ae
where the inertia parameters are defined by
n n
.= (rr)i and = (r r + rs + rig)i
i=1 i=1
The inclusion of unsteady deviations is accounted for within the first term on the left
hand side of equation (2.18).
2.2.6 Inter Blade Row Gaps
Up until now, flow redistribution between blade rows has been excluded from the
analysis. It has been assumed that the flow quantities at the exit of a blade row are
equivalent to those entering the next blade row. This is no longer true when there
exists some finite distance, or gap, between blade rows. These gaps have been
modelled as two dimensional incompressible Euler flowfields where bulk swirl can
exist. The governing equations have been derived in Appendix II. Within the gap
region, a vortical mode, a potential decaying mode and a potential growing mode will
be present. The total pressure non-uniformity advects with the mean flow. For a
steady distorted flow, the zeroth harmonic remains unchanged between blade rows.
However, this is not true for an unsteady distorted flow. The description of the
unsteady perturbations for the zeroth harmonic are given by
5•gap exit = 5Pgap inlet (2.19.a)
(-i8G"ap - 1 5a (2.19.b)
gap exit gap inlet(2.19.b)
Ps 
-
) + 1 ) (2.19.c)p-U2 ap exit pU2yap inlet (2.19.c)
When tracking the nth harmonic variation within the gap, the following expression
relates the inlet flow quantities of the downstream blade row to the exit flow quantities
of the upstream blade row.
Xinlet = -inlet 4-lexit Xexit (2.20)
where
V
Ps
pU2
the matrix Aexit is defined by
1 1 1
.Ini .Ini
Pn -1-- 1--n n1nI InI0 (in - 1) (-i n - 1)
and the matrix Ainlet is defined as
U
X
e-inllgap3n e-ilnigap eilnllgap
in liapnenl -ilntlgap 1Inl inl rgapPne -g p n-1--- C 1- -en n
0 0(in_4n- 1 )e i n gap (- n- 1 i n le gap
where
rO
Pn = tana + -
nu
Suppression of the time dependence in the above defined matrices relates the flow
quantities at gap inlet to gap exit for a steady distorted flow.
2.2.7 Downstream Duct
The following section formulates the governing equations which describe the
downstream duct flowfield. The downstream duct flow is assumed to be two
dimensional (x,0), incompressible and inviscid , and can therefore be represented by
the two dimensional Euler equations (as in the upstream duct flowfield). In constrast
with the upstream duct flow, bulk swirl can exist downstream from the compressor.
Hynes-Greitzer assumed the flow leaving the compressor to be axial. Furthermore,
it was assumed that the static pressure (for a steady distorted flow) is circumferentially
uniform in 0 since the streamlines are parallel (i.e. the relative exit air angle is
circumferentially uniform in 0). This assumption does not correctly model the
flowfield downstream from the compressor and has therefore been deemed
inappropriate. It is relieved here by allowing for the inclusion of unsteady deviations in
the model (described in a previous section). Therefore, the static pressure at the
compressor exit is circumferentially non-uniform in 0. Furthermore, the
circumferentially mean flow at compressor exit is no longer assumed to leave axially as
was done in the previous work of Hynes, Greitzer and Longley.
A linearisation of the two dimensional Euler equations allows for determining an
analytic solution to the downstream duct flowfield. Appendix II formally presents the
governing flow equations, the linearisation of these equations and the method of
obtaining a solution to the desired flow quantities (axial velocity, tangential velocity and
static pressure). The form of the solution to these flow quantities both in space and
time is given at the end of the appendix. Again, Fourier representation was used to
describe the structure of these flow quantities as was done in (9) (see chapter 3 for
further description of the spectral representation). The solution to the Euler equations
shows the existence of three possible modes: a vortical mode (An's), a decaying
potential mode (Bn' s) and a growing potential mode (Cn,s).
Therefore, using the solution presented in Appendix II, a relationship between the
flow quantities at the compressor exit and the plenum can be established. The static
pressure perturbation for the zeroth harmonic (spatially integrated mean in 0 direction)
is as follows
SPsplenum - 8Psexit
pU 2  = irduct 80exit (2.21)
where rlduct is the non-dimensional downstream duct length (non-dimensionalised by
the mean compressor radius). The nth harmonic components (which describe the
spatial non-uniformity) of the flow coefficient, tangential velocity (non-dimensional
form, n) and static pressure must have the following form in the downstream duct.
(x,,t) = (Ane-in + Bne-Inx+Cnen einO+it (2.22.a)
n#O
U
Pn Ane-i[n - i n B ne-nX+i: ne l
+ n Bne-In'X+(
+ ' -I n- I ) n r
n" einO+icot(2.22.b)
Cneinl ) einO+io)t(2.22.c)
The downstream duct is defined to be long enough such that there is purely
axisymmetric coupling between the plenum and the compressor/downstream duct
flowfield. Thus, a growing potential mode can not physically exist (Cn's = 0). This
reduces equations (2.22) to the following expressions (where for convenience, the
summation sign has been ignored).
(8)n = An + Bn (2.23.a)
(51)n = n An - i' Bn
O P  =-1 +i in) Bn17 l+n
(2.23.b)
(2.23.c)
Upon manipulating the above equations, it can be shown that the compressor exit static
pressure spatial non-uniformity can alternatively be written as
pu2 (Pn() - ()n)
50(x,0,t) = n
nA0
P x,,t)
pUk n(O
-M
where
(2.24)
((1
U
On = tanot + n
The unsteady pressure perturbations at the compressor exit must satisfy the equations
presented in (2.21,2.24).
The set of equations governing a steady distorted flow are simply obtained by
suppressing the time dependence in equations (2.22). Hence, the compressor exit static
pressure (spatially integrated mean in 0) is equivalent to the plenum static pressure.
Psexit = PSplenum (2.25)
And, for the nth harmonic
Aneine-intan  + BR ein-Inli +C einO+Ifnr nf r nf r (2.26.a)oo
rr#0
tan Ane in -in t an x
tancz A eine-intandci -i n B ein-nX-+iC ein+nze+n-(22.26.b)n n r n - r .b)
1 + ijtan&' ) Bneine-lnl+( n - Cne+nlii -itanae-) in +nrX
n•O
(2.26.c)
Similarly, as before
= ni ( tan() - ( U)n) (2.27)
n#0
P
pU2xO
p
Pu 2
The compressor exit static pressure must satisfy these conditions. In summary, for a
steady distorted flow the boundary conditions are such that the spatially mean static
pressure must be equivalent to the plenum pressure and the pressure spatial non-
uniformity must have the form described in equation (2.27).
2.2.8 Plenum Dynamics / Throttle
The performance of the exit throttle in a steady distorted flow is assumed to follow
a parabolic pressure characteristic. The plenum static pressure is then related to the
throttle static pressure by the following expression
PSplenum - PSthrottle 1T. 2 (2.28)
pU 2  -2
where T simply specifies the throttle setting. Linearisation about the steady distorted
flow gives
plenum = Tthrottle (2.29)
pU 2  
throttle
where the throttle is assumed to exit the flow to ambient conditions. Mass conservation
for the plenum / throttle system requires
dp
AductCxexit - Cxthrottle = Vplenum dt (2.30)
where A is the downstream duct cross-sectional area, Cx is the axial velocity (with the
overscore denoting circumferentially integrated mean), and V is the plenum volume.
Linearising the mass conservation constraint gives
d(8p) (2.
AductU(exit - throttle)= Vplenum dt(2.
Since the plenum is isentropic, the following perturbation relation is obtained
8PSplenum a2  (2.2
pU 2  U2 p
Combining equations (2.29,2.31,2.32) gives the unsteady plenum dynamics relation
4 B2Ltotrd + 1 5Psplenum= 8 (2.r Udt T) pU2  exi t
The B parameter, due to Greitzer (15), is defined as follows
31)
32)
13)
where a is the speed of sound and
B = • A•ienum
t 2a cAoL
the effective total compression system length is
Ltot Linlet + Lexit
r r
The subscripts "inlet" and "exit" refer to the inlet duct (upstream of compressor) and
exit duct (downstream of compressor) lengths. The B parameter, which consists of
various geometrical and physical quantities, indicates the mode of instability that may
occur. There exists a critical B parameter below which rotating stall occurs and above
which surge oscillations occur.
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2.3 Steady State Distorted Compressor Performance
Suppression of the time dependence in the governing equations (that describe the
flow throughout the compression system) results in a set of equations for a steady
distorted flow which are given by
APt-s
= -Vid - Lr,ss - Ls,ss- - (2.34)
pU 2  Do
PSplenum - PSthrottle _ 1 2
pU 2  -
; the two loss terms in equation (2.34) are the steady state rotor and stator loss,
respectively. The above expression is solved to determine the mean flow and
corresponding compressor performance for a given distortion generated far upstream at
the inlet.
2.4 Linear Stability Analysis
2.4.1 Introduction
The determination of compression system stability essentially involves a linear
stability analysis similar to the usual hydrodynamic stability analysis. A general
unsteady perturbation is added to the known (calculated) mean flow and the resulting
growth of unsteady disturbances is examined. By expressing the unsteady
disturbances as a harmonic series in time, the time dependent governing equations yield
a dispersion relation in terms of flow distortion, steady state compressor performance
characteristics, the geometry, and the growth rate. This dispersion relation can then be
solved for the growth rate. If the perturbation grows with time, then the compressor is
operating with a flowfield instability present, otherwise it is stable. The approach taken
essentially constitutes an eigenvalue problem for the determination of the disturbance
eigenmode and the corresponding eigenvectors.
The time dependent governing equations are linearised and the form of the equation
for the perturbation terms is given by
SA Pt-s dVid r a(8s) _ (~()
pU2= do 40() -SLr- 5Ls -U at - (2.35)
From the unsteady plenum dynamics (equation)
4 B Ltotr d 1 8PSplenum
r Udt +T- pU2 ext
The instantaneous loss perturbations (unsteady losses) are
SLrssl
for a rotor SLrIn = 1SLtr (6+n) (2.36.a)
and for a stator 8LsL n (2.36.b)n 1+irs 5
The instantaneous deviation perturbations (unsteady deviations) are
Sarssl
for a rotor arl =+i r n (2.37.a)n 1+irr ((+n)
0•sss
and for a stator as_ n (2.37.b)
n l+i'rs 6i
The inclusion of unsteady deviations complicates the problem. The time dependent
governing equations can no longer be manipulated into a standard eigenvalue problem
as was done in the past (see Appendix III). Even if this was possible, it would be
computationally inefficient since it would mean expanding the matrix, A, by a factor
equivalent to the number of blade rows within the compressor. Typical matrix
operations are of order N3 (where N is the order of the matrix); then, for example,
doubling the size of the matrix results in increasing the execution time by a factor of 23
(or 8). A different approach was then needed to determine the system stability. The
essence of the technique is as follows. For a given @, a general unsteady perturbation
is defined at the compressor inlet face. This perturbation is tracked through the
compressor from inlet to exit. At the compressor exit, the unsteady downstream duct
flow model and the unsteady plenum dynamics apply the respective matching
conditions on the pressure perturbations as described in the previous section. The
resultant set of equations representing the harmonic structure of the flow perturbation
can be written as the following matrix equation
Ax=O (2.38)
where the matrix A is a function of the mean distorted flow and the eigenvalues, RO. The
eigenvalues of the compression system are defined by those values of @0 for which
there exists a flow coefficient perturbation of the flowfield which satisfies equation
(2.38). In order that there be such a solution, the matrix A must be singular which
suggests that the determinant be zero. Hence, values of ~h are determined from
det (A) = f() = 0 (2.39)
Since any eigenvalue with a negative imaginary part implies an unstable mode, it is only
necessary to determine the number of solutions to equation (2.39) that lie in the
negative half of the complex eigenvalue plane (9). The method used here is the Nyquist
Criterion, or the Principle of the Argument (see reference 15). The application of the
method will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
2.4.2 Stability Assessment Method
The following analysis describes how the flow perturbations are tracked through
the compressor. Unsteady perturbations in flow coefficient, tangential velocity and
static pressure are known at the compressor inlet from solving the time dependent Euler
flow equations governing the upstream duct flowfield. The flow coefficient
perturbation can be represented by the Fourier series
00
8 = aneino+icot (2.40)
The tangential velocity perturbation (non-dimensionalised by rotor speed) at the inlet
face of the compressor is given by
(8)n__ = 0
And, the static pressure perturbation at the inlet face to the compressor is then given by
U =0 = iSinlet ()n=O
0 n +#
These perturbed quantities are all known at the inlet for a given eigenvalue, (o. Clearly,
the inlet flow coefficient perturbation is equivalent to the exit flow coefficient
perturbation by the conservation of mass. Upon linearisation of the compressor model
equation (2.16) for static-to-static pressure rise across a blade row, an expression
relating the perturbed inlet flow variables to the respective exit perturbed flow variables
can be obtained as follows:
Ps inlet e mn n- ) t mn eit n-(L)m-A(i + iU mn)mn n
(2.42)
where the subscript "j" refers to the blade row (i.e.; the non-dimensional blade speed,
U, equals one for rotors and zero for stators). Likewise, we have the definition of the
tangential velocity perturbation as
(Ire')m = (u-rl(0) tan(arel(0)) + 0(0))mn (areL)n + (tan(arel(O)))mn (0)n
(2.43)
Equation (2.43) thus relates the known inlet flow perturbations to the perturbation in
the relative inlet air angle. The exit relative air angle perturbation has been assumed to
depend on the inlet relative air angle perturbation only. Therefore, it can be simply
determined from
e drCzel rel( r ' d = '-rel ) in •et)n (2.44)
e xit)m dar \C intetrn
The perturbation in the exit tangential velocity is now simply calculated by equation
(2.43). The third term in equation (2.42) represents the blade row loss perturbation.
The total pressure loss is a function of the flow coefficient and the relative inlet air
angle. Hence, it is described as
=dL n d5iet +et ()n (2.45)M n inlet n do
The derivative terms in equations (2.44) and (2.45) are defined locally for a steady
distorted flow. The remaining term in the blade row pressure rise perturbation is the
unsteady correction accounting for the acceleration/deceleration of fluid within the blade
passage. Since inter blade row gaps have yet to be considered, this analysis is repeated
until the unsteady flow perturbations are determined at the compressor exit. Inclusion
of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations in the analysis is simply done by linearising
the lag law defined in section 2.2. The instantaneous flow perturbation is related to the
steady state flow perturbation by the following expression
( IQ,)m
(sQ)m = (2.46)1 + i'Cj(a + Ujm)
where Q indicates the respective flow quantity (loss / deviation). The flow coefficient,
tangential velocity and static pressure perturbations are all known at the compressor exit
face. Hence, the unsteady downstream flowfield and the unsteady plenum dynamics
must be considered. Equations (2.21,2.24,2.33) from section 2.2 enforce the
matching conditions on the compressor exit pressure perturbation. The resultant set of
equations is expressed in equation (2.38).
2.5 Summary
This chapter has been devoted to providing description of the underlying modelling
assumptions, the governing equations for each individual component within the
compression system and the associated boundary conditions (or component matching
conditions). The following chapter will present the computational implementation of
this compression system model.
Chapter 3
Computational Description
3.1 Introduction
The computational implementation of the present compression system model
primarily follows the work of Longley (9). A computational tool has been developed to
solve the described flowfields making up the compression system in order to predict
both the steady distorted compressor performance and the compression system
stability. The calculation consists of two parts. The first part solves the governing
equations for a steady distorted flow. Then, the second part adds a most general
unsteady perturbation to the known solution of the mean flow and then examines
whether or not the perturbation grows or decays with time, thus indicating the stability
of the compression system. The following sections will discuss the means by which
each part of the calculation is carried out.
3.2 Meanflow Calculation
3.2.1 Overall Description of the Procedure
The meanflow calculation solves the steady distorted flow equations given both the
inlet total pressure distortion defined far upstream of the compressor inlet and the
throttle setting, or operating point. These two quantities uniquely determine the
compression system flowfield. In addition, the calculation requires specification of the
steady state clean flow performance of the compressor (see Appendix I for further
description of the steady state clean flow performance).
As was done in chapter 2, the time dependence in the governing equations is
suppressed and the resultant set of equations describes the steady distorted flowfield
(meanflow). A pseudo-spectral method was used to obtain the desired solution.
Discrete Fourier series representation of the flow quantities was chosen in order to take
advantage of the periodicity of the flow circumferentially. Therefore, the flow
quantities can be defined by
K+1
4= CAk(t) eike (3.1)
k=-K
The flow quantities are defined at 2K+1 circumferential locations in physical space.
FFT's are used to transform the circumferentially defined flow profiles to spectral
space.
3.2.2 Newton-Rhapson Iterative Scheme
The compressor model equation (2.34) is a nonlinear ordinary differential equation.
Therefore, the iterative scheme used to find a solution is based on the Newton-Rhapson
method (see reference 16), which gives quadratic convergence. Consider the
governing steady distorted flow equation (2.34) expressed in spectral space.
Psexit( O) (Ptinet(O) = (Vid((O))n - (Lr(4(O))) 
- (Ls((0))) 
- (in (O))
pU 2  n pU2 n n
(3.2)
where n denotes the harmonic number. Assume for the sake of simplicity, the
compressor exit static pressure is circumferentially uniform, the IGVs are 'perfect', and
unsteady losses and deviations are neglected. Then, the exit static pressure is defined
by the throttle equation (2.28). If the distortion is steady, then the total pressure at the
compressor inlet is equivalent to the inlet total pressure distortion defined upstream.
The ideal pressure rise, rotor loss and stator loss are defined as a function of the local
value of the flow coefficient. And, clearly, the final term on the right hand side of the
equation is a function of the flow coefficient. Therefore, an initial guess is made for the
flow coefficient profile and as will be shown, Newton-Rhapson iteration is used to
determine the flow coefficient profile which satisfies the steady state distorted flow
equation. Hence, for a flow coefficient profile which does not necessarily satisfy
equation (3.2).
(ERROR)n=((Vid(r(0)))n+(;Ptnlet(0) 
• 
-(Lr((0)))n 
-Ls((0)))n- n(0)n n
(3.3)
For convenience, rewrite equation (3.3) as
(ERROR) = f(°old(O)) (3.4)
Expand equation (3.4) in a Taylor series in order to determine a new flow coefficient
which satisfies the governing equations. This gives
f(onew()) = f(ld())+ + O(df 2) (3.5)do
!
From equation (3.4), the function evaluated at the old flow coefficient is equivalent to
the 'ERROR' and for the function evaluated at the new flow coefficient, it is necessary
that the 'ERROR' go to zero. Therefore, the following expression is obtained
ERROR = A (80) (3.6)
where the matrix A (which represents the change in the function, f, with 4) is defined
by
Sdd + d + in + in ~os +1 2sina 0d do d =
The angle a is defined to be 0 or 90 degrees dependent upon whether one iterates along
a constant throttle line or a constant mass flow line. The matrix A is a banded matrix
with the zeroth harmonic represented on the diagonal. Then, by simply expanding
about the old value of the change in flow coefficient, the classic form of Newton-
Rhapson iteration is obtained
A (A5p) = ERROR - A (50Pold) (3.7)
This iterative technique originally developed by Longley has proven to be effective in
reaching a converged solution to the governing steady distorted flow equations.
Inclusion of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations required some modifications to
the iterative technique; however, the general form is still the same.
3.3 Stability Calculation
3.3.1 Spectral Method
For the stability assessment of the compression system, a general unsteady flow
perturbation is added to the previously calculated meanflow solution. If any such
perturbation grows in time then the system is unstable, otherwise it is stable. Similarly,
Fourier series representation of the perturbations was used. Hence, the structure of the
perturbation has the form
() = XAk eikO + icot (3.7)
k
In physical terms, the unsteady perturbations to the flow may be viewed as incipient
stall cells when they propagate around the annulus and as small amplitude, surge-like
system transients when they are predominantly one-dimensional in character (6).
3.3.2 Nyquist Criterion
The stability analysis could originally be written in the form of a standard
eigenvalue problem. As discussed earlier, this was no longer possible when other
complicating flow features (i.e., unsteady deviations, inter blade row gaps) are
included. The method used in this case is Nyquist Criterion or the Principle of the
Argument (see reference 15) which amounts to the solution of the following equation:
1 r~r=N - N (3.8)
27ti f(Qi) zeros poles (3.8)
The function, f(-i), is differentiable and has no singularities. The right hand side of
equation (3.8) is the difference in the number of zeros, Nzeros
, and the number of
poles, Npoles
, which exist within the defined contour, C. Since the function is analytic
within the specified contour C, no poles exist in the lower half of the 0I - plane.
Therefore, equation (3.8) reduces to
1 Ac ARG(f(~)) = Nzeros  (3.9)
where the change in the argument of the function around the contour C is given by
2nNzeros. The contour C to be used is defined in figure 3.1. The calculation then
consists of evaluating f(5) for each value of C5 around the contour. The contour
defined in the @O-plane is then transformed into the f(~i)-plane as shown in figure 3.2.
The number of times the f(~) contour winds around the origin indicates the number of
zeros which lie in the contour C (6-plane). Hence, the winding number indicates the
number of unstable modes.
3.4 Typical Calculation
A typical calculation involves both performing the mean flow calculation and the
stability calculation. This requires specification of the following: (i) inlet total pressure
distortion, (ii) the operating point (temporal/spatial mean flow coefficient or throttle
setting), (iii) the necessary quantities in defining the compressor axisymmetric
performance, (iv) the inertia parameters (X,gi,Trj,s) and (v) the B parameter (defines
the plenum size; see chapter 2).
Evaluation of the axisymmetric performance requires the specification of the design
relative blade inlet and exit air angles, the design blade loss coefficient and the steady
I
state blade model. Figure 3.3 gives an example of the axisymmetric performance for a
3-stage compressor (where the total-to-static pressure rise normalised by pU 2 is plotted
against the flow coefficient,4). Figure 3.4 is an example of the specification of a 0.1
magnitude, 120 degree square wave total pressure distortion at the inlet (the oscillations
are due to the use of truncated Fourier series). The solution to the meanflow is entirely
defined by the flow coefficient profile at the inlet face of the compressor. All flow
quantities of interest may be determined from this profile. Shown in figure 3.5 are the
flow coefficient pofiles at neutral stability predicted by the original inertia model and the
improved unsteady loss model. The solution to the stability calculation are the
eigenmodes presented in figure 3.6. These are the eigenmodes predicted by the
improved unsteady loss model at neutral stability (note the first harmonic lies on the real
axis indicating neutral stability). In summary, the results to be presented within the
next several chapters were calculated in the aforementioned manner.
Chapter 4
Investigation into Unsteady Losses and
Deviations on Compressor Performance and
Stability Margin
4.1 Introduction
The objective of these investigations is to assess the effect of various fluid dynamic
features, not accounted for in previous models, on compressor performance and
stability margin. These features are as follows: (i) unsteady losses, (ii) unsteady
deviations, (iii) IGV swirl sensitivity, (iv) circumferentially non-uniform compressor
exit static pressure, and (v) inter blade row gaps. This chapter is devoted to studying
the effects of unsteady losses, unsteady deviations and a circumferentially non-uniform
compressor exit static pressure field. Each flow feature will be investigated
individually.
4.2 Parameter Study
In each calculation, three models were considered: (i.) original inertia model
(neglecting unsteady losses and unsteady deviations), (ii.) improved inertia model
(inclusion of unsteady losses and/or unsteady deviations), and (iii.) an effective inertia
model. A comparative study of the results from these computed cases will enable us to
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determine the importance of unsteady losses/deviations and the applicability of a
simpler effective inertia model.
4.2.1 Assumptions
For all calculations within the parameter study (unless otherwise specified), the
following assumptions require further elaboration.
A.) The effective length of the compression system was chosen to be a value which
remains within the bounds of the model. The effect of the compressor on the upstream
duct flow (flow redistribution) extends about two to three compressor radii as shown in
figure 4.1 (taken from reference 2). Similarly, it is assumed that a downstream duct
length of two compressor radii is enough to uphold the assumption that there be only
purely axisymmetric coupling between the plenum and the compressor/downstream
flowfield. Therefore, the overall effective length (non-dimensionalised by mean
compressor radii) of the compression system, including the compressor length (gtr),
should be a minimum of 6.0.
B.) The rotor inertia, %, was defined to be approximately 0.25 per stage and the
compressor inertia, pt, was defined to be 0.50 per stage since these are common values
for a compressor. These inertia parameters are defined purely by blade geometry.
There is no need to investigate the effect of compressor inertia on stability margin since
it has been examined in references (6,7,9).
C.) The B parameter (see chapter 2 for definition) was chosen to be 1.0 in order to
avoid resonant conditions. The resonant B parameter indicates when the natural system
surge frequency matches the frequency of axisymmetric pressure perturbations due to
disturbances travelling around the annulus passing in and out of the circumferentially
spoiled sector (see reference 7).
4.2.2 Parameters of Investigation
The computations were established to assess the extent to which the following
parameters of interest have on the compressor stability margin.
unsteady effects = F{axisymmetric performance,distortion magnitude,B,zr,', s)
where the subscripts "r" and "s" denote that which pertains to the rotor and the stator,
respectively. The description here justifies the selection of the parameters to be
investigated.
Calculations were made for a wide range of compressor characteristics to determine
the effects of design reaction, design flow coefficient and the number of stages. These
studies were conducted for a single stage compressor and a four stage compressor
(which indicates whether the effects of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations on
compressor performance and stability margin scale with the number of stages) given the
design conditions: i.) low reaction, low flow coefficient; ii.) low reaction, high flow
coefficient; iii.) high reaction, low flow coefficient; iv.) high reaction, high flow
coefficient. This selection spans a wide range of compressor blade design parameters
and determines the type of compressor (axisymmetric characteristic) where the unsteady
effects considered are most important. The respective axisymmetric characteristics are
presented in figure 4.2.
A series of calculations were made for both a flat characteristic and a steep
characteristic where all parameters were held constant except the unsteady lag
parameter, t. The value for T varied from 0.1 to 0.5 which covers a realistic range of
values. The purpose here is to determine the effect of axial chord length on compressor
performance and stability margin.
Inlet distortion was found to have a more adverse effect on compressors which
have a steep axisymmetric characteristic. Therefore, a high curvature characteristic was
used to determine the effect of the B parameter (for t = 0.2 and 0.5). This will indicate
whether the type of system instability (stall or surge) has a large impact on the distorted
pressure rise and stability margin.
Calculations were made using the high curvature characteristic for a range of
distortion magnitudes in order to determine if the loss in compressor performance
scales with the magnitude of the distortion. Each calculation was made for a single-
lobed square wave distortion of 120 degrees extent (this was believed to be far from the
critical sector angle). This type of distortion is of practical interest.
The parameter study considers all of the relevant parameters and has provided the
grounds for quantitative insight into determining the effect of unsteady losses and
unsteady deviations on stability prediction.
4.3 Unsteady Losses
4.3.1 Effective Lambda
It is apparent that an effective inertia model, as will be described here, can be
devised for both unsteady losses and unsteady deviations. In chapter 2, we discussed
the physical approximation used to estimate the lag of the instantaneous loss behind the
steady state value. If the term on the left hand side of equation (2.12) is small, then the
expression can be rewritten for a rotor in a steady, distorted flow
Lr = L dLrss de (4.1)LrLrUpon substitution, dwe arrived at
Upon substitution, we arrived at
APt-s
p - id - Lrss Lsss - ;eff (4.2)
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where
dLrss (43)Xeff= • -r d (4.3)
Unsteady losses can effectively be modelled by adjusting the rotor inertia as defined
above. As we shall see in the computed results, the effective inertia model is a useful
one for small values of t, typically not more than 0.2.
4.3.2 Clean Flow Stability Margin
For the original inertia model, it can be shown that the nth harmonic modes become
unstable at the peak of the characteristic for a compressor operating in a clean flow. On
the negative sloped side of the performance characteristic, the compression system is in
stable operation (9). Whereas, on the positive sloped side of the performance
characteristic, the compression system is in unstable operation. The inclusion of
unsteady losses have a small positive effect on clean flow compression system stability.
The extent to which these effects delay instabilities to occur at a lower flow coefficient
is dependent on the magnitude of the unsteady lag parameter, t. For example, figure
4.3 presents the clean flow neutral stability points (=--0.0 and C=1.0) for the 3-stage
c106 compressor (see reference 9 for further details concerning this compressor).
Clearly, neutral stability moves to the left of the peak with increasing unsteady lag
parameter. Therefore, it can be deduced that unsteady losses have the effect of
mincreasing the compressor inertia. For this reason, neutral stability occurs slightly to
the left of the peak (positive slope). In essence, the lagging effects balance the
destabilizing effect of a positive slope at this point However, the impact on clean flow
stability margin is nearly negligible for low speed compressors.
4.3.3 Distorted Flow Stability Margin
a.) Effect on Stability Prediction
The effect of unsteady losses on stability prediction for compressors of various
design is illustrated in figures 4.4.a and 4.4.b. Presented in the figures is a measure in
loss of performance (measured as the difference between the axisymmetric peak
pressure rise and the distorted pressure rise at neutral stability normalised by the
distortion magnitude) for eight different compressors (see figure 4.2) in a distorted
flowfield (0.1 in magnitude covering a circumferential extent of 120). In most cases,
the unsteady loss model predicts the neutral stability to occur at a lower flow coefficient
and a correspondingly higher distorted pressure rise (in comparison to the case where
unsteady losses are neglected). In addition, these results tend to show that the
inclusion of unsteady losses has a greater impact on performance for compressors of
high design reaction (rotors are more highly loaded). These computed results also
indicate the applicability of the use of an effective inertia model for the unsteady loss
(see equation 4.3).
b.) Effect of Unsteady Loss Parameter
The effect of unsteady losses on stability predicion for compressors of various
clean flow performance is shown in figure 4.5. Presented in the figure is a measure of
loss in performance for two compressors, one with a steep clean flow characteristic and
the other with a rather flat characteristic. Unsteady losses have a stabilizing effect on
system stability resulting in a lower loss in performance. Compressor instability occurs
at a lower flow coefficient and a correspondingly higher distorted pressure rise. For a
single-lobed distortion, unsteady losses stabilize the higher harmonic modes and hence,
it is the first harmonic which dictates the system stability.
Further analysis of these results has indicated that under certain circumstances, a
simpler unsteady loss model can be used, resulting in computational efficiency. For
small unsteady loss parameter, c, the effect on compressor performance can be simply
modelled by an effective X where X represents the inertia of fluid in the rotors (based on
geometry). Given in figure 4.5 is the prediction of loss in performance using an
effective X and clearly it accurately predicts stability for small c. More importantly, the
value of X.eff appears to be increasing linearly with increasing t (where the geometrical
X is 0.75), and shown is the linear correlation for each respective compressor. In
summary, compression system stability can be predicted quite efficiently, with
inclusion of unsteady losses, given the geometrical definition of the rotor inertia and the
unsteady loss lag parameter, t.
c.) Magnitude of Unsteady Lagging Effects in Rotor vs. Stator
The calculations presented here determine where in the compressor the inclusion of
unsteady losses has a greater impact on compressor performance and stability margin.
Figures 4.6.a and 4.6.b quantitatively show the effects of varying tr while holding ;s
constant and vice versa. Each figure contains the same information at two realistic ends
of the B parameter spectrum, 0.1 (near resonance) and 1.0 (away from resonance).
The horizontal curves in each figure illustrate no visible change in the pressure rise loss
parameter for a varying zs (0.1 - 0.5). On the contrary, a distinguishable change in
pressure rise loss performance, similar to that of changing z=tr=t s , is observed. The
degree of unsteady lagging in loss is largest in the rotors which is due to the spatial
unsteadiness the rotor sees when passing through the distortion.
d.) Effect of Plenum Size
The influence of plenum size on stability prediction can be investigated by varying
the B parameter. Shown in Figure 4.7 are the predictions of neutral stability made by
the three models for the high curvature characteristic. For small T, good agreement is
achieved between the improved unsteady loss model and the simpler effective inertia
model. On the contrary, for z = 0.5, the difference in modelling techniques is a mean
value of 2% which is not nearly as good an agreement as for smaller values of r. Also,
it is evident that the variation of the B parameter over the range from 0.1 to 1.0 has little
effect on distorted compressor performance (with and without the inclusion of unsteady
losses in the flow model). Note, for each model, resonance between the compressor,
distortion and plenum/duct occurs at the same point, Bres - 0.3.
e.) Effect ofDistortion Magnitude
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of distortion magnitude on loss in performance (range
of distortion magnitudes from 0.1 to 0.25) for the high curvature characteristic. The
main effect is that, for a given set of inertia parameters, the difference in pressure rise
loss parameters between the full unsteady loss model and the original inertia model
remains nearly constant with varying distortion magnitude as long as t is small. Again,
there is good agreement between the full unsteady loss model and the effective inertia
model.
f.) Eigenmodes at Neutral Stability
If unsteady losses are neglected as in the original inertia model, all modes become
unstable at neutral stability. Unsteady losses stabilize those modes of strongest
harmonic content greater than the first. In other words, the first harmonic modes go
unstable at neutral stability and at some lower flow coefficient the second harmonic
modes become unstable followed by the third and so on. Figure 4.9 presents the
eigenmodes at neutral stability where those indicated are predicted by the full unsteady
loss model and the eigenmodes predicted by the original inertia model lie on the real
axis. Simplifying the calculation by using the effective lambda approach predicts the
mean flow performance similarly but does not predict the same eigenmodes at neutral
stability. Now, these predictions hold for a single lobed distortion. On the contrary, if
the distortion is two lobed, the second harmonic controls stability.
4.4 Unsteady Deviations
4.4.1 Effective Inertia
Similarly for unsteady deviations, it has become apparent that an effective inertia
model can be derived to accurately predict the effects of unsteady deviations. If the term
on the left hand side of equation (2.15) is small, then the expression can be rewritten
for a rotor in a steady, distorted flow
darss d(4.4)
cr = arss - 'r do do (4.4)
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where at is the relative exit rotor angle. Therefore, for each rotor the effective inertia
becomes
keff = Xrotor - Tr d• tan (2 + 2) (4.5)
where the flow quantities are defined in the relative frame. Modelling unsteady
deviations simply by increasing the inertia will result in computational efficiency. As
will be shown later, this is an accurate approximation for values of t typically lower
than 0.3.
4.4.2 Clean Flow Stability Margin
The inclusion of unsteady deviations has a similar effect on clean flow stability as
do the inclusion of unsteady losses. Neutral stability occurs to the left of the peak of
the characteristic (positive slope). Therefore, unsteady deviations increase compressor
clean flow stability margin.
4.4.3 Distorted Flow Stability Margin
a.) Effect on Stability Prediction
As in the case of unsteady losses, a similar parameter study was conducted with
unsteady deviations (excluding unsteady losses) in order to isolate their effect on
stability margin. The effect of unsteady deviations on stability prediction for
compressors of various design conditions is shown in figures 4.10.a and 4.10.b.
Clearly, unsteady deviations have a stabilizing effect on compression system stability
and therefore a lower loss in distorted performance. As was seen with the inclusion of
unsteady losses, compressor instability generally occurs at a lower flow coefficient and
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corresponding higher pressure rise. Furthermore, the same effect on the system
eigenmodes is observed as in figure 4.9. The same trends were observed for variation
of B parameter, distortion magnitude, axisymmetric performance and unsteady lag
parameter.
b.) Unsteady Losses versus Unsteady Deviations
Subsequently, calculations were carried out to quantitatively assess the difference
that unsteady losses and unsteady deviations have on distorted compressor
performance. Figure 4.11 presents a measure in loss of performance (of the 3-stage
c106 subjected to a 0.1,120 degree circumferential distortion; see references 9, 10 and
11) as predicted by the inertia model with inclusion of (i) unsteady losses, (ii) unsteady
deviations, and (iii) unsteady losses and unsteady deviations. Unsteady losses have a
slightly greater positive impact on loss in performance with increasing unsteady lag
parameter. More importantly, the effects of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations
are additive. For example, given --0.6, the decrease of loss in performance for the
three models is approximately 15%, 12% and 23%, respectively.
c.) Stability Prediction Using Effective Inertia to Account for Unsteady Deviations
Figure 4.12 illustrates the applicability of a simpler effective inertia model. For 1
less than 0.5 the aggreement is very good. Similarly, as before, the effective rotor
inertia increases linearly with increasing c (keff = {0.87 t+1 }J ). Consequently, for
small r (less than 0.5), a simple effective inertia model can be used to determine
distorted compressor performance and stability margin accurately for both the inclusion
of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations.
4.5 Circumferentially Non-uniform Compressor Exit Static
Pressure Field
In the work of Hynes, Greitzer and Longley, it was assumed that the flow leaving
the compressor exit stator was parallel and axial for a steady distorted flow. As a result
of a circumferentially uniform exit flow angle, it follows that the static pressure is also
circumferentially uniform. The current effort relaxes this assumption by allowing for a
circumferentially non-uniform compressor exit static pressure field and the existence of
mean bulk swirl in the downstream duct. Calculations were conducted to determine to
what extent this assumption affects compressor performance and stability margin.
The performance at neutral stability of the c106 3-stage low-speed compressor (see
references 9, 10 and 11) when subjected to a 0.1 magnitude 120" circumferential extent
distortion was evaluated. It was determined that relieving the aforementioned
assumption has negligible effect on compressor performance and stability margin. The
difference in prediction was less than 1% in both distorted pressure rise and stability
margin. The compressor exit flow angle showed a circumferential varition of as much
as 50 and the static pressure variation about the mean was approximately 0.02 (static
pressure non-dimensionalised by pU 2). As a result, the assumption made in the work
of Hynes, Greitzer and Longley is valid, and more importantly, reduces the complexity
of the downstream duct model.
4.6 Summary of Results/Conclusions
4.6.1 An Explanation
The inclusion of unsteady losses and deviations results in the introduction of a
temporal and a spatial unsteady correction for the rotor blades, and a temporal unsteady
correction for the stator blades. It has been shown that the spatial unsteady correction
for the rotor blades is clearly the dominant effect. Therefore, in a steady distorted flow,
the length scale which characterizes the distortion is the spoiled sector width (which is
of the order of the mean compressor radii), and the corresponding time scale is of the
order of the ratio of the mean compressor radii to the blade speed (r/U). Originally, it
was assumed that the blade exit flow quantities (loss, deviation) respond
instantaneously to changes in incidence. Large changes in incidence occur during the
time characterized by r/U. Therefore, the blade exit and hence the downstream blade
rows 'see' the entire extent of the spoiled sector (low flow region of the inlet
disturbance). Inclusion of unsteady losses and deviations account for the time-lagging
behavior of the blade boundary layer. These effects introduce a new time scale (of
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order convection time, 11). The adoption of this time scale in the flow model causes a
delay in the compressor response (which occurs in reality) to large changes in incidence
and thus, for a blade row, the blade exit quantities only 'see' a certain reduced extent of
the incoming flow disturbance. Obviously, as the convection time scale is increased
(by increasing t) towards the order of r/U, the extent to which the incoming flow
disturbance adversely affects blade performance is reduced. Therefore, unsteady losses
and deviations enhance compressor performance and stability margin.
4.6.2 Summary
Effects of Unsteady Losses and Unsteady Deviations on Compressor Performance and
Stability Margin
(i) Compressor instabilities generally occur at a higher distorted pressure rise and
corresponding lower flow coefficient.
(ii) Unsteady losses and deviations stabilize eigenmodes of strongest harmonic content
greater than the first harmonic. Therefore, when subjected to a single-lobed distortion,
the first harmonic goes unstable first, followed by the second, the third, etc.
(iii) The inclusion of unsteady losses and deviations has the effect of increasing
compressor inertia. Subsequently, an effective rotor inertia can be defined for both
unsteady losses and deviations. For small ', the effective inertia model accurately
predicts instability and the respective distorted performance when compared to the
predictions made by the full unsteady loss/deviation model.
(iv) The individual effects of unsteady losses and deviations on compressor
performance and stability margin are additive.
Effect of Circumferentially Non-uniform Compressor Exit Static Pressure Field on
Compressor Performance and Stability Margin
(i) The non-uniformity in static pressure at compressor exit has a negligible effect on
distorted pressure rise near the onset of system instability (< 1%).
(ii) Likewise, its influence on stability margin (measured in terms of flow coefficient) is
negligible (< 1%)
Chapter 5
Swirl Sensitive Compressors
5.1 Introduction
In the previous models developed by Hynes, Greitzer and Longley, the IGVs were
modelled as 'perfect' (i.e. exit flow angle of IGVs is independent of incidence).
However, the magnitude and circumferential extent of a total pressure distortion can
create large variations in the swirl angle at the inlet to the IGVs. As a result, the blade
incidence may be quite high, hence, possibly resulting in flow separation. This
physical effect may have a serious impact on compressor performance and stability
margin.
The purpose of this chapter is to assess the general effects of variations of inlet
swirl on compressor performance and stability margin; we will refer to this as a swirl
sensitivity study. Swirl sensitivity is simply accounted for by modelling the IGV blade
passage in a similar fashion as was done for the stators. Howell's correlations for
blade deflection and loss coefficient were used to define the respective steady state flow
quantities as a function of incidence. The following section presents the effect of swirl
sensitivity on mean flow quantities and the justification for the model and the flow
phenomena observed. Computed results will be shown to elucidate its effect on
stability.
5.2 C106 3-Stage Compressor
5.2.1 Effect of Swirl Sensitivity on Mean Flow Quantities
Calculations were performed using the c106 3-stage compressor since it was
convenient for comparison purposes. Flowfield measurements of the c 106 3-stage
compressor subjected to a 0.2 magnitude, 120 degree circumferential total pressure
distortion were made by Longley (9,11). The calculations to be presented here pertain
to the c106 compressor when subjected to a 0.1 magnitude, 120 degree circumferential
total pressure distortion. Shown in figure 5.1 is the axisymmetric characteristic
predicted by theory when compared to measured data by Longley. The flow coefficient
profile at the compressor inlet face is given in figure 5.2. The low flow region
(circumferential location of 250) indicates separated IGVs. Furthermore, there is very
good agreement between that which is predicted and the flow data measured by
Longley (presented within the caption). Figure 5.3 presents the relative IGV inlet and
exit flow angles. Clearly, the inlet swirl variations range from -20 to 15 degrees. Due
to the extremely high incidence on the IGVs at approximately the 230 degree
circumferential location, there is a large change in the IGV exit flow angle which for the
most part is constant elsewhere (similarly, there is good agreement between theory and
measurement). Figure 5.4 illustrates the fundamental difference between the swirl
sensitive IGV model and the 'perfect' IGV model predictions of the loss. The loss is
constant circumferentially for the 'perfect' IGV model. On the other hand, within the
region of negative swirl, the total pressure loss through the (swirl sensitive) IGVs is of
order of one mean dynamic head as shown in figure 5.4. For the same variation in inlet
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swirl, this magnitude in blade loss was also observed in the experimental
measurements. In figure 5.5, the static pressure profiles at IGV inlet and exit as well as
at the remaining stator exit reflect the presence of the large loss spike through the IGVs.
The incidence on the IGVs is high enough to cause flow separation, hence, accounting
for the large loss. The large variations in IGV pressure loss and exit blade deviation
suggests that the c106 compressor is swirl sensitive. The relative air angle of the flow
at the inlet plane of the first rotor blade row is shown in figure 5.6. As before, higher
flow incidence is observed at a circumferential location where large losses are
predicted. This leads to higher rotor blade loading; and hence greater rotor turning as
illustrated in figure 5.7. Overall, it was observed that compressor with swirl sensitivity
degrades performance. Although there is a greater ideal pressure rise due to increased
turning, it is outweighed by the significant increase in total pressure loss. For the c106
3-stage compressor, inclusion of swirl sensitivity in the model predicitons causes a
decrease in performance (distorted pressure rise) of 1.1% and a decrease in stability
margin of 6.4%.
The correspondence between theory and experiment (measurements by Longley,
see reference 9) is extremely good besides the difference in distortion magnitude (factor
of two). This might possibly be a result of the exclusion of unsteady losses, unsteady
deviations and inter blade row gaps. The key point is that the IGV model responds to
variations in inlet swirl and flow coefficient in identically the same fashion as in
experiment.
In summary, the results from mean flow calculations have shown that inclusion of
swirl sensitivity causes an increase in rotor turning and a significant increase in total
pressure loss through the inlet guide vanes in the region of negative swirl (negative sign
convention arises from measuring angle in direction opposite rotor direction). More
importantly the model accurately captures the fundamental fluid dynamic effects
associated with the response of a blade row to inlet swirl variations.
5.2.2 Stability of Swirl Sensitive Compressors
Calculations have also been performed to assess the significance of compressor
swirl sensitivity on stability margin. These predictions indicate that inlet swirl
sensitivity has a destabilizing influence on compressor performance. The results
presented in figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the effects of unsteady deviations on the stability
of a compressor which is swirl sensitive. The results shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9
correspond to B parameter values of 1.0 (away from resonance) and 0.1 (near
resonance), respectively. Shown in each figure is a measure of increase in stability
margin (difference between the mean flow coefficient corresponding to modelling
without inclusion of unsteady deviations and the mean flow coefficient corresponding
to the modelling with the inclusion of unsteady deviations normalized by the flow
coefficient, 4(t=0), i.e. ). For an unsteady lag parameter T greater than
0.6 (IGVs are modelled as swirl sensitive), an increase in stability margin of 4% is
observed for the case with B--0.1 and an increase in stability margin of 6% in the case
with B=1.0. On the contrary, only about a 1% to 2.5% increase in stability margin is
noted for a compressor with 'perfect' IGVs. Hence, inclusion of unsteady deviations
appears to have a greater impact on stability margin of swirl sensitive compressors.
This is more apparent when considering the circumferential gradients in the flow
quantities involved. For example, figure 5.10 presents the steady state relative total
pressure loss profile (steady distorted flow) for the 3-stage c106 compressor when
subjected to a 0.1 magnitude, 120 degree square wave distortion (the steady state
relative total pressure was the flow quantity chosen because the large loss spike, as well
as the associated large circumferential gradient in loss, in the region of negative swirl
has been shown previously to be responsible for the observed degradation in
performance and stability margin). The two profiles correspond to the 'perfect' IGV
and swirl sensitive IGV modelling techniques. Clearly, the peak total pressure loss for
the compressor with swirl sensitive IGVs is nearly double that of the compressor
modelled with 'perfect' IGVs. The region of negative swirl (high blade incidence)
occurs over the circumferential extent from about 220 to about 250 degrees. Within
this region, the maximum gradient of the steady state loss, L for the compressor
with swirl sensitive IGVs is approximately five times greater than that for the
compressor with 'perfect' IGVs. As the rotor passes through this region of high
incidence, the lag in the response of the blade exit flow quantities to the changes at the
blade inlet will mitigate the subsequent large increase in blade loss due to the flowfield
in the high incidence region. Therefore, in these situations, unsteady lagging effects
will be expected to have a greater impact on the stability margin.
5.3 Summary of Results
The following key points have resulted from the inclusion of swirl sensitivity in the
flow modelling for compressors:
(i) For swirl sensitive IGVs, an increase in rotor turning occurs and a large loss
spike of order one mean dynamic head is observed due to flow separation at where the
blade incidence is high (region of negative inlet swirl).
(ii) Swirl sensitivity has a destabilizing effect on compression system stability.
(iii) Inclusion of unsteady deviations (as well as unsteady losses) appear to have a
greater impact on the stability margin of compressors which are sensitive to swirl.
Chapter 6
Compressor Flow Model with Finite Blade Row
Gaps
6.1 Introduction
The investigations undertaken here concern the inclusion of inter blade row gaps
within the compressor model (see chapter 2). In the work of Hynes, Greitzer and
Longley, the gap between successive blade rows is assumed to be negligible (i.e., flow
quantities leaving a blade row are exactly equivalent to the flow quantities entering the
following blade row). This assumption is relieved here in order to assess the
importance of including this effect within the flow model. Specifically, it is of interest
to determine the effect of the presence of blade row gaps on the flowfield redistribution
of incoming distorted flow within the compressor, as well as on compression system
performance / stability.
6.2 Computational Complexity
The difficulty encountered during computation is simply that the matrix that relates
the flow quantities across the gap becomes ill-conditioned (refer to chapter 2).
Exponential terms are involved (en, e-n) and for high harmonic numbers, one column
goes to infinity and another goes to zero (i.e., for n=4, matrix column elements differ
by three orders in magnitude). Two methods have been employed to get around this
problem. The first of which was to reduce the harmonic content used in describing the
meanflow quantities. The second method involves expanding the exponential terms in
Taylor series and dropping the terms of second order and higher in gap size. However,
these approaches would compromise the accuracy of the solution to a certain extent.
Therefore, it is important to point out that our primary interest is to establish the general
trends associated with the inclusion of gaps. The effort has been directed at arriving at
a general statement concerning the effect of the presence of inter blade row gaps on
distorted compressor performance and stability margin.
6.3 Inter Blade Row Gaps
6.3.1 Effect of the Presence of Gaps on Flowfield Redistribution of
Incoming Flow Disturbance Upstream of Compressor
The extent to which the presence of inter blade row gaps affect the redistribution of
flow upstream of the compressor is first considered. Calculations were carried out for
a single stage compressor (identical to the 1st stage of the c106 3-stage compressor).
The compressor stage is subjected to a 0.025 magnitude, 1200 circumferential extent
total pressure distortion far upstream at the duct inlet. The temporally mean flowfield is
calculated for an operating point near neutral stability. The two cases considered are: (i)
a single stage with no inter blade row gaps, and (ii) a single stage with 15% inter blade
row gaps (non-dimensionalised by compressor mean radius). As shown in figure 6.1,
the flow coefficient profiles at the inlet face to the compressor (IGV inlet) appear to
indicate further flow redistribution upstream of the compressor. The low flow region is
accelerated to a greater extent by approximately 1-2%; the corresponding static pressure
fields established by the compressor at the compressor inlet face is shown in figure 6.2.
The static pressure and flow coefficient appear to be consistent with one another. The
total pressure distortion at the compressor inlet face is the same for both cases.
6.3.2 Flowfield Redistribution Between Blade Rows
Due to the presence of the inter blade row gap, there exists the possibility for
further redistribution of the flow coefficient non-uniformity between the blade rows. It
is of interest to establish the amount of flowfield redistribution which takes place
between blade rows and to determine whether there is an overall attenuation or growth
of the flow non-uniformity through the compressor. The following will attempt to
address these issues.
Meanflow calculations were performed for the first stage of the c106 3-stage
compressor (see reference 9). The response of this single stage (with 15% mean
compressor radius gaps) to the same distortion as before (0.025 magnitude 1200
circumferential extent distortion) at an operating point near the onset of instability was
examined. Figure 6.3 shows the evolution of the flow coefficient profile through the
compressor. There is a slight adjustment in the flow; however, this appears to be
minimal. The flow tends to decelerate in the low flow region (circumferential location
of 2500 and accelerate in the high flow region (circumferential location of 1200. The
modal amplitudes (1st and 2nd harmonics) of the flow coefficient tend to grow upon
entering the rotor and decay upon entering the stator. This redistribution of the flow
coefficient is consistent with the respective variations (circumferential and axial) in
static pressure as shown in figures 6.4.a and 6.4.b. The flow redistribution is a result
of the fluid resistance which the flow encounters when entering the downstream blade
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row. Figure 6.5 presents the total pressure profile at IGV exit and rotor inlet. The total
pressure non-uniformity simply advects with the mean flow which agrees with the gap
flow model (see chapter 2).
Further calculations indicated that the trends in the flow redistribution are the same
for the single stage compressor and three stage c106 compressor and therefore is
believed to depend weakly upon the number of stages.
6.4 Effect of Gaps on Compressor Performance and Stability
Margin
As a result of the effect of the presence of the inter blade row gaps on the
redistribution of the incoming flow disturbance, there is an increase in the distorted
pressure rise near neutral stability. For various gap lengths (axial distance between
blade rows non-dimensionalised by mean compressor radius), the change in the flow
coefficient at neutral stability is negligible. The following table presents the respective
percentage increase in distorted pressure rise for a c106 single stage compressor and a
c106 3-stage compressor.
% Increase in Distorted Pressure Rise Near Neutral Stabilit
GAP LENGTH
(% mean compressor radius) 1-stage compressor 3-stage compressor
0% 0.0% 0.0%
10% 0.3% 0.4%
15% 0.4% 0.4%
The percentage increase in distorted pressure rise is essentially negligible.
Furthermore, the effect of gaps on distorted pressure rise appears not to be
cummulative with the number of stages. In conclusion, the presence of inter blade row
gaps has an extremely small effect on compressor performance and stability margin.
Therefore, inclusion of gaps in low speed, high hub-to-tip ratio compressors can be
ignored within the flow model for purposes of simplification.
6.5 Summary of the Effects of Inter Blade Row Gaps on
Compressor Performance and Stability Margin
(i) The redistribution of the flow non-uniformity upstream of the compressor and
between blade rows is negligible.
(ii) The presence of gaps increases the distorted pressure rise by less than 1% at an
operating point near neutral stability.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
A theoretical model has been developed which correctly accounts for the following
fluid dynamic effects intrinsic to compression system flowfields: unsteady losses,
unsteady deviations, swirl sensitivity, non-uniform compressor exit static pressure
field, and inter blade row flow redistribution. Computational implementation of this
model has allowed for the individual investigation of the effect of these phenomena on
compressor performance and stability margin. As a result, a more thorough
appreciation of the two dimensional aspects of the problem has been established.
7.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be deduced from the computed results based on the
present flow model:
I) Unsteady losses and unsteady deviations.
(i) Compressor instabilities generally occur at a higher distorted pressure rise and
corresponding lower flow coefficient.
(ii) Unsteady losses and deviations stabilize eigenmodes of strongest harmonic
content greater than the first harmonic. Therefore, when subjected to a single-lobed
distortion, the first harmonic goes unstable first, followed by the second, the third, etc.
(iii) The inclusion of unsteady losses and unsteady deviations has the effect of
increasing compressor inertia. Subsequently, an effective rotor inertia can be defined
for both unsteady losses and deviations. For small c, the effective inertia model
accurately predicts instability and the respective distorted performance when compared
to the predictions made by the full unsteady loss/deviation model.
(iv) The individual effects of unsteady losses and deviations on compressor
performance and stability margin are additive.
II) Non-uniform compressor exit static pressure field
(i) The non-uniformity in compressor exit static pressure has a negligible effect on
compressor performance and stability margin.
III) Swirl sensitivity
(i) For swirl sensitive IGVs, an increase in rotor turning occurs and a large loss
spike of order one mean dynamic head is observed due to flow separation where the
blade incidence is high (region of negative inlet swirl).
(ii) Swirl sensitivity has a destabilizing effect on compression system stability.
(iii) Inclusion of unsteady deviations (as well as unsteady losses) appear to have a
greater impact on the stability margin of compressors which are sensitive to swirl.
IV) Inter blade row gaps
(i) The presence of inter blade row gaps has negligible impact on the redistribution
of flow both upstream of the compressor inlet and between blade rows.
(ii) Near neutral stability, inter blade row gaps slightly improve the performance of
a compressor (less than 1%). The effect on stability margin is negligible.
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work
In recent years, there has been a revival of the interest in VSTOL aircraft
development. In near-ground operation (takeoff/landing) the engines of VSTOL
aircraft experience complex flowfield distortions, involving total pressure and total
temperature non-uniformities. These distortions have large radial and circumferential
extent, and hence are usually three dimensional. The source of the distorted flow is
primarily due to the re-ingestion of hot exhaust gas due to the arrangement of engine
intake and lift nozzles. The result of highly distorted inlet flowfields is loss in
compressor stability as well as loss in engine performance.
Therefore, future work should consist of developing a model/computational
technique for addressing the compressor's response to a three dimensional distorted
flowfield at low Mach numbers. Due to the success of the current two dimensional
modelling technique, it would be sensible to extend this model to three dimensions.
This will require developing a blade model which includes flow effects which are
intrinsically three dimensional (e.g. radial diffusion, stream surface twisting). Further
attention must be directed towards determining the coupling of the blade row model and
the other components of the compression system. Then, a method of stability
assessment must be established. It should then be the purpose of the future work to
provide the capability for predicting the performance, the stability and the transient
response of a compressor when subjected to a three dimensional inlet distortion. The
development of such a model/computational technique will constitute a major
advancement in the evaluation of aero-compressor distortion tolerance.
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Appendix I : Steady State Clean Flow
Performance
The overall steady state clean flow performance for a compressor is simply
determined by summing individual blade performance. Steady state individual blade
performance is defined by the sum of the ideal pressure rise and the blade loss. It is
assumed that the ideal pressure rise is a function of the flow coefficient, the relative
inlet air angle and the relative exit air angle. The relative exit air angle is defined to be
purely a function of incidence. Similarly, it is assumed that the blade loss is a function
of the flow coefficient and incidence Therefore, given the blade incidence and the flow
coefficient, it is necessary to use an empirical correlation to determine the steady state
blade deflection (or relative exit air angle) and the steady state blade loss. Howell's
deflection / loss correlations (13), presented in figure 2.5, are employed in order to
account for steady state deviation and loss. This requires the specification of the design
relative inlet and exit air angles for each blade row and the design blade loss coefficient.
The validity of this steady state clean flow performance model was
evaluated by comparing it to measured axisymmetric characteristics. Design conditions
were specified from the active control single stage compressor at MIT, Dr. J.P.
Longley's C106 3-stage build, and Dr. I.J. Day's C106 4-stage build (the latter two
compressors are at the Whittle Laboratory in Cambridge, England). The model
compares reasonably well with these characteristics as shown in figure A1.1.
Appendix II : Analytic Solution to 2-D
Incompressible Euler Flowfield
(non-axial mean flow)
The upstream and downstream flowfields are modelled as 2-D inviscid
incompressible flows. As in the Hynes-Greitzer model, the solution to the flowfield is
obtained by linearising the Euler equations. The present derivation is similar to that of
Longley but includes the existence of mean bulk swirl. Thus, a circumferentially
unrolled piece of the flowfield is shown in the figure below:
6u
an tangential velocity
mean axial velocity
0
The governing equations in the analysis are
continuity:
momentum:
identity:
vorticity:
au 1 av
- + - 0
ax r ae
(A2.1)
aA
_- (U V)U 1 VP
at P
(Vxi)x = (A.V)A - V A2
A ACO = Vxu
(A2.2)
(A2.3)
(A2.4)
where V2-u 2 + v2 .
Substitute equation (A2.3) into (A2.2). This gives
+ (Vx )xU +
at
V A2vI2 u 1 VPP (A2.6)
(A2.7)
Using the definition of the total pressure and vorticity,
AA 1
+ (oxu -- VP
at p
Take the curl of equation (A2.7).
A
+ VxQ(x) = 0o (A2.8)
For a 2-D flowfield,
Au (uv,
u = (u,v,O) , = (o,o,M)
Hence, in the radial direciton
at a(u) 1 a(ve)+ + - 0
at ax r ae
Define the stream function
(A2.9)
1
Pt = Ps + f PV2 (A2.5)total pressure:
law
ur a
r 80
and v - -D
ax
(A2.10)
Then, by definition, this gives
(A2.11)
Substitute (A2.11) into (A2.9)
a(V2tat + u a V2)ax a+ V2W)= 0 (A2.12)
The stream function must have the form
y = ruo - vx
For small disturbances, N = V + 5N
- + ui
5t-
v
r I V25Xv) = 0TO (A2.13)
Clearly, from (A2.13), there exists a vortical mode which convects with the mean flow
and two potential modes which describe the decay/growth of disturbances axially.
The solution has the form
V258 = f(t+kx , 0) (A2.14)
Using Fourier representation, the solution may be written as
00
V26y = la n e in O+k x + i ot (A2.15)
n=-0
where
ico+ki+in- = 0
r
Therefore,
i (k=-- tanc + -
r -
The solution to (A2.13) is simply the sum of the homogeneous solution (V2 56y =0)
and the particular solution determined by integrating (A2.15).
00
8·= aL einO+iP~x/r+ict (A2.15)
n=-oo
+ Xbneine-In
l x/r+iot
n= -a
n#O
n00
+ Cne in
0+l nlx/r+iwt
n=-oo
n*O
+(1e ++ 2X + 3X + 4) eim
where
n2 rc
• = - 2+_ and n = tan +-
nu
The fourth term arises from the integration of (A2.15). The C, and C2 terms represent
the temporal decay/growth of the zeroth harmonic in the axial and circumferential
directions. The ý3 may be ignored since it has no physical meaning. The constant, ý4,
may be ignored since it does not affect the definition of the stream function.
Rewrite the Fourier coefficients to obtain a most general unsteady perturbation
00
J[= -IAn eine+ip.x/r+iot
n#0
00
+ -iruB eine-lnlx/r+ifot
n=-00
+ nin0+nix/r+ict
n0+
+(riuA n e-iwx/u+iot + rui,' 0 - ui 2 'x) eimt
(A2.16)
Now, by linearising (A2.2, A2.5, A2.10), the perturbations in axial velocity, tangential
velocity, static pressure and total pressure may be determined. These flow
perturbations are then simply defined by
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Apendix III : Stability Calculation
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the method of stability assessment. The
problem of stability assessment was addressed by Hynes, Greitzer, and Longley
(6,7,9). The following presents the governing linearised set of equations which
determine the compression system stability.
The flow model considered here is that of Hynes-Greitzer (6) with the inclusion of
unsteady losses (which results in a differing set of equations when compered to the
work presented by Longley (8)). Using the flow model as described in chapter 2, the
following first order equations in @i, are obtained (where b, an , cn, dn, en, fn and gn are
the Fourier coefficients of the plenum static pressure perturbation, flow coefficient
perturbation, ideal pressure rise slope, instantaneous rotor loss perturbation,
instantaneous stator loss perturbation, the steady state rotor loss slope and the steady
state stator loss slope, respectively).
'b' equation : plenum perturbation
i ib 4B T - 4B2 a  (A3.1)
'a' equations : flow perturbation
n=O: @ao= b - aoc o - asc- + do + eo (A3.2)
nan= -ico+n i asn-s + (dn+en) (A3.3)
'd' equations : rotor loss perturbation (steady state losses and unsteady losses)
ni i i
n-- : @do= do - aofo - asf -s  (A3.4)
nO :dn= r (1inr) dn- r anfo - r  asfn-s (A3.5)
IS=o
sen
'e' equations : stator loss perturbation (steady state losses and unsteady losses)
n=0 : eo= eo- s aogo - as s  (A3.6)
i i i 0(
n•0 : C en - ango -- asgn- s  (A3.7)
stn
These equations can be written in the following form
A x = x (A3.8)
This is a standard eigenvalue problem, therefore the eigenvalues can be easily obtained.
The eigenvalues depict the growth rate of the unsteady perturbations within the system
and hence determine stability. If the complex part of any eigenvalue is negative then the
I
compressor is unstable. Consequently, the solution to the eigenvalue problem is purely
a fluid dynamic stability analysis.
Appendix IV : Description of Diagnostics
This appendix provides a brief description of some of the diagnostics used to
determine the validity of the predictions made during a numerical calculation. Analytic
expressions have been derived and evaluated to check the mean flow calculation and the
stability calculation.
(a.) The first case is specifically for checking the mean flow calculation. Defining a
linear ideal performance characteristic and a linear axisymmetric characteristic simplifies
the compressor model equation because the respective characteristic slopes become
constant. Therefore, for a given inlet distortion, the modal amplitudes of the flow
coefficient profile at the inlet face to the compressor and their phase shifts relative to
those of the total pressure distortion can be analytically determined. For a steady
distorted flow, the total-to-static pressure rise is defined by
APt-s li)
-- = Wid - Lr - Ls- - (A4.1)
pU 2  Al
This expression is considerably simplified by assuming the ideal and axisymmetric
performance characteristics to be linear. For example, when including unsteady losses,
the total-to-static pressure rise relation becomes
APt-s 
- - dV~i dL dL- d
pU---- id - Lr - Ls) + () - ) - d (0- d (A4.2)
Using Fourier representation, the above relation becomes
n--0 2'12 = Vid - Lr- Ls = VA (A4.3)
For n#O,
0Anein0 (dlid dLrss( 1 dLsss inX B einO (A4.4)n = e lLn. dd -i in+ Bne in) (A4.4)d
where
An = Fourier coefficients of distortion
Bn = Fourier coefficients of flow coefficient
Therefore, for the nth harmonic, equation (A4.4) can be rewritten as
Bn An (A4.5)
n = did dLrss 1 dLsss - iX(
de n d4 I n 1+in;) d4 n
The above equation was used to check the meanflow calculation when unsteady losses
was considered. Similarly, this was done when unsteady deviations was considered.
(b.) A clean flow stability calculation can be performed analytically and used for
comparison with the modes predicted by computation. Similar to the first case, the
slopes of the ideal performance characteristic, the steady state rotor loss and the steady
state stator loss are constant. In addition, the flow coefficient is obviously
axisymmetric. Hence, for inclusion of unsteady losses, the eigenmodes are then
defined by
'b' equation : plenum perturbation
i4B=lWT0
'a' equations: flow perturbation
@ao= b
ico+nX
(F2nI·
aoco ++
i
+ (2dn+en)
'd' equations : rotor loss perturbation (steady state losses and unsteady losses)
~do= 'do
Tr
dn= i (1+inr) dn;rr
'e' equations: stator loss perturbation (steady state losses and unsteady losses)
iCo eo= - eo
TS
i
TS "060 (A4.11)
(A4.12)6en= its en ango
Therefore, four modes will be of the zeroth harmonic and there will be three modes per
nth harmonic.
For n--O,
i
4B- ao (A4.6)
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tr+Ts)-i rtsCo
9 )lr - incotrcs + inkXs + inXrr
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Solving these 3rd and 4th order equations gives the eigenmodes for a clean flow through
a compressor.
(A4.13)
b -
C= +I -+
(c.) The mean flow calculation and stability calculation can be checked by the
following means. Assume a single-lobed distortion of given magnitude (APt/pU 2) has
a spoiled sector of 0 degrees circumferential extent. The total-to-static pressure rise for
an unsteady distorted flow is given by equation (2.13). Now, for an m-lobed
distortion of equivalent magnitude
m 0 (A4.15)
the corresponding total-to-static pressure rise
APt-s 0 ( U aLrU Ts r aLs
A =t-s idss((
-
)L r L sss(#ý()) + -- + -pU 2  U at r ae muat
gr• a X(A4.16)
mu t mao
All inertia parameters (including 11) must be divided by the number of lobes. In
summary, the performance of a compressor in a single-lobed distortion of 0 degree
extent is exactly equivalent to the performance of the same compressor in an m-lobed
distortion of e/m degree extent if the inertia parameters(X,gj,trl,, s) in the single-lobed
case are divided by m in the m-lobed case.
Before proceeding into parametric studies, it was confirmed that the modified
version of the original code agreed with analytic calculations for each of the defined
diagnostics. Furthermore, calculations could be compared with those made by the
original 'error free' code.
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Figure 4.10.a Effect of Unsteady Deviations on Stability Prediction for
Various Design Conditions (single stage).
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Figure 4.10.b Effect of Unsteady Deviations on Stability Prediction for Compressors of
Various Design Conditions (4 stage).
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Figure 4.11 Effect of Unsteady Losses and Unsteady Deviations on Compressor
Performance.
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of Improved Unsteady Deviation Model with Simpler Effective
Inertia Model.
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Figure 5.1 Axisymmetric Characteristic for 3-stage C106 Compressor (theory & expt.).
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Figure 5.2 Flow Coefficient Profile at Compressor Inlet Face.
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Figure 5.3 IGV Swirl Angle Variation and Deviation Variation.
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Figure 5.4 IGV Total Pressure Loss Profile.
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Figure 5.5 IGV Static Pressure Profiles at Various Locations Through the Compressor.
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Figure 5.6 Relative Inlet and Exit Air Angle Profiles of First Rotor.
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Figure 5.7 First Rotor Static Pressure Rise.
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Figure 5.8 Effect of Unsteady Deviations on the Stability Margin of a Swirl Sensitive
Compressor (B=1.0).
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Figure 5.9 Effect of Unsteady Deviations on the Stability Margin of a Swirl Sensitive
Compressor (B=0.1).
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Figure 5.10 Overall Relative Total Pressure Loss through Compressor.
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Figure 6.1 Flow Coefficient Profiles at the Compressor Inlet Face for a Single Stage
Compressor (w/ and w/o inter blade row gaps).
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Figure 6.2 Static Pressure Field at the Compressor Inlet.
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Figure 6.3 Evolution of Flow Coefficient Profile Through a Single Stage Compressor.
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Figure 6.4.b Static Pressure Variation Between Rotor and Stator.
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Figure 6.4.a Static Pressure Variation Between IGV and Rotor.
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Figure 6.5 Advection of Total Pressure Non-uniformity with Mean Flow between IGV and
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Figure A1.1 Clean Flow Performance of Several Compressors (theory and actual).
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